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LOUISIANA BAR EXAM
BUSINESS ENTITIES AND NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS SECTION
February 2014

SECTION I.

Short Answer Questions (20 points total) - Answer questions fully.
One word answers will not receive full credit. Each subpart worth 4
points.

1.1
Sam wants to set up an entity to hold a number of business investments. He
wants his two children and his wife to be the owners of the entity along with him. He intends to
make all the management decisions and does not want any of the owners to have personal
liability for the debts of the entity.
Which business entity or entities would best suit Sam’s needs and how would they be
formed? Discuss fully.
1.2
Al and Bert want to form a partnership. Assume that prior to the preparation and
execution of their partnership agreement, a piece of immovable property was purchased in the
partnership’s name for the purpose of constructing an office building for the business. The
partnership agreement was subsequently written up, executed by each of the partners and
recorded with the secretary of state.
Who or what owns the immovable property? Discuss fully.
1.3
Chuck, Bill and Sam decide to lease an office space near campus where they can
tutor students. They sign a one-year lease and the monthly rent is $1,000. Chuck has the most
clients but no money to contribute. Bill and Sam each contribute $5,000 for start-up capital.
Chuck, Bill and Sam agree to split their profits as follows: Chuck 20%, Bill 40% and Sam 40%.
What type of business entity, if any, have they formed? Discuss fully.
1.4
Mark, Greg and Randy validly formed a limited liability company to operate a
charter fishing service. Greg signed a contract on behalf of the limited liability company with
Boat Builders, Inc. to purchase three fishing boats for a total cost of $300,000, with payment due
upon delivery. One week later, Greg was seriously injured. Because of this, there is no money
available to pay Boat Builders, Inc. when the three boats arrive. It is not clear whether Mark and
Randy knew that Greg purchased the boats.
Is the contract with Boat Builders, Inc. enforceable against the limited liability company?
Discuss fully.
1.5
Jack received a check from Adam in the amount of $2,000 payable for goods
supplied by Jack to Adam. Jack endorsed the check and delivered it to his sister, Jill. Jill pays
Jack $1,900 for the check and keeps the extra $100 as a service charge. Jill then delivers the
check to her boyfriend, Mike, in repayment of a debt that she owed him.
Is Mike a holder-in-due-course of Adam’s check? Discuss fully.

[EXAMINATION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE.]
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SECTION II. Single Fact Pattern Essay Question (25 points total) - 5 points each
subpart.
Resorts, Inc., a Louisiana corporation (“Resorts”), is a real-estate development company.
Bob is the president. His wife, Amber, and daughter, Claire, are the directors and the secretary
and treasurer, respectively. Bob's ex-wife, Debbie, owns 70% of the shares outstanding.
Resorts recently purchased a tract of riverfront property in Louisiana to develop a worldclass golf resort. Bob solicits proposals from several construction companies, including Mud
Bug, Inc., a Louisiana corporation (“Mud Bug”) that specializes in resort design and
construction. Mud Bug is one of the best in the business. Bob's brother, Ed, is the company's
president, and Bob owns shares in Mud Bug, so he is confident Mud Bug could do the job.
In an effort to be completely objective in his selection of a construction company, Bob
instructs his assistant to redact the name of the bidding companies wherever those names appear
in the proposals. Bob then reviewed all of the redacted proposals and selected the best one. He is
overjoyed to learn that that the proposal he selected was Mud Bug's. Bob immediately called Ed
and awarded him the contract. Unbeknownst to Bob, Mud Bug had recently been sued by a
former client who was seeking more than $20 million in damages for alleged design and
construction defects.
Several months after Mud Bug began construction on the project for Resorts, Mud Bug
was found liable to the former client. Ed informed Bob that Mud Bug would be unable to
continue construction on the golf resort. Resorts was forced to hire another company to complete
the project at substantial additional cost.
As a result of these events, Resort's shares have plummeted in value. Debbie sues Bob for
damages alleging that he was wrong to award the contract to Ed’s company. Amber and Claire
then vote that the company will reimburse Bob for the legal expenses incurred to defend the
lawsuit filed by Debbie. This, too, displeases Debbie, and she files a lawsuit against Resorts to
stop the company from making the payments to Bob. Bob is considering bringing his own
lawsuit against Mud Bug. Before he files suit, he wants to obtain Mud Bug's current financial
information.
2.1

Is Debbie likely to succeed in her lawsuit against Bob? Explain fully.

2.2

Is Debbie likely to succeed in her lawsuit against Resorts? Explain fully.

2.3

Can Bob compel Mud Bug to allow him access to its financial records? Explain
fully.

2.4

Have Amber and Claire breached any duty to Resorts? Explain fully.

2.5

What other steps should Bob have undertaken regarding the process for
awarding the construction contract to Mud Bug?

[EXAMINATION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE.]
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SECTION III. Single Fact Pattern Essay Question (25 points total) - 5
points each subpart.
Alice owns a jewelry store and buys gold and precious stones from Betty, a
diamond merchant in New Orleans. She bought several pieces of high quality jewelry
from Betty for $15,000 and paid for them with three (3) $5,000 money orders from
American Express Company. Both Alice and Betty overlooked that the money orders
were not completed with Betty’s name in the pay to order line. Each of the money orders
looks like the following:

AMERICAN EXPRESS MONEY ORDER

KNOW YOUR
ENDORSER
CASH ONLY
IF RECOURSE
IS AVAILABLE

AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY AGREES TO PAY AT 65 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY

THE SUM OF

$5,000.00

Five Thousand and 00/100 Dollars
TO THE
ORDER OF __________________________________________________________

February ___________ 2014

/s/ Authorized American Express Agent
NAME OR CODE OF ISSUING
AMERICAN EXPRESS AGENT

Betty presented the money orders to the National American Bank of New Orleans
(Bank) in return for three cashier’s checks in the amount of $5,000 each. The Bank
stamped the money orders payable to itself on the face with the Bank’s stamp. The Bank
then sought to collect on the money orders from American Express. Upon presentation
by the Bank, American Express learned that the three money orders had been stolen by an
employee of American Express. Because of this, American Express would not honor the
money orders and refused to pay the Bank.
3.1

Does the language on the top left corner of the money order, “KNOW
YOUR ENDORSER CASH ONLY IF RECOURSE IS AVAILABLE”
affect the status of the money orders as negotiable instruments? Discuss
fully.

3.2

Are the money orders considered bearer paper? Discuss fully.

3.3

When are the money orders payable? Discuss fully.

3.4

Is the Bank a holder-in-due-course of the money orders? Discuss fully.

3.5

If Betty had completed the money orders making them payable to herself
and did not negotiate them to the Bank, would Betty prevail in an action
against American Express to enforce the money orders? Discuss fully.

[EXAMINATION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE.]
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SECTION IV. Multiple Choice Questions (30 points total)

[Multiple choice questions not available for viewing.]

End of Examination
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CIVIL CODE I
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAM
February 24, 2014

Question I
(35 Points)
Frank and Marion were married in 1970 and had one child, Sam, a few years later. In 1990,
Frank and his brother “Uncle Bob” bought a 100-acre parcel with a small, one-bedroom fishing
camp on it in south Louisiana. Ten years ago, Frank died without a will. His estate included
(among other things) the large family home in Baton Rouge that he and Marion had built shortly
after they married, his interest in this fishing camp, and 40 bottles of French wines that Frank and
Marion had bought over the years and that were worth $200 a bottle at the time of his death.
Two years ago, without telling Marion or Sam, Uncle Bob built a second, three-bedroom
fishing camp on the same 100-acre parcel for $50,000. Shorty thereafter, Marion and Sam learned
about this addition. Sam was very unhappy with this addition because he wanted to keep the
property with its single, small camp just as it was before his father died. This upset Marion, so
she and Sam promptly told Uncle Bob that they objected to this addition and insisted that he tear
it down. They also told him that they did not want anything else to be built on the property. Uncle
Bob ignored them: three months ago, again without telling Marion or Sam, he built a third, fourbedroom camp on the property for $70,000.
Meanwhile, Marion began dating Paul and about a year ago, Paul moved into the Baton
Rouge home with Marion. In response, Sam moved back into the family home, thinking this might
cause Marion and Paul to split up. However, Marion told Sam that Sam could not stay in the
family home any more. Sam ignored his mother’s demands to move out and instead stayed in the
house.
Two weeks ago, Marion and Paul married. At the rehearsal dinner the night before the
wedding, Marion served thirty bottles of the wine from Frank’s collection. During a toast, Marion
told everyone to savor the wine because the wine was now selling for $400 a bottle; she added
that, if she and Paul were still married in ten years, she would serve the remaining ten bottles. Sam
was angry that his mother had served this wine without asking him for permission to do so and
wasn’t planning to give him the remaining ten bottles. Then, in a further toast, Uncle Bob
announced that he had now built a third camp on the fishing property.
Sam is now not only refusing to move out of the family home, but is threatening to call the
police if Marion’s new husband Paul attempts to come into the family home. Marion in turn is
threatening to call the police to evict Sam.
1.
Did Marion have the right to demand that Sam move out of the family home when
Paul moved in with Marion? Discuss why or why not. (5 points)
2.
Does Marion now have the right to have Sam evicted from the family home?
Discuss why or why not. (5 points)
3.
Does Sam now have the right to prevent Paul from coming into the family home?
Discuss why or why not. (5 points)
4.
Did Marion have the right to serve the thirty bottles of wine at her rehearsal dinner?
Discuss why or why not. (5 points)
5.
Explain what rights or remedies, if any, Sam now has against Marion with respect
to the forty bottles of wine that Frank and Marion had accumulated by the time of his death.
(5 points)
6.
Does Sam now have the right to demand that Uncle Bob demolish either the second
or third fishing camp? Discuss why or why not. (5 points)
7.
Explain what amounts, if any, Uncle Bob is now entitled to receive from Sam or
Marion with respect to each of the second and third fishing camps. (5 points)
[End of Question I]
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CIVIL CODE I
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAM
February 24, 2014

Question II
(35 Points)
Hank and Wendy met at work in Jefferson Parish outside of New Orleans, bought a house
together in neighboring Plaquemines Parish and had a child, Chuck. Fifteen years ago, just after
Chuck was born, they married each other. They continued to live together in Plaquemines Parish
until Hank filed for divorce in the 25th Judicial District Court for the Parish of Plaquemines three
years ago. Immediately upon filing his divorce petition, Hank moved out of the family home and
rented an apartment a quarter-mile away. Hank was able to obtain a judgment of divorce at the
earliest time permissible under Louisiana law.
Chuck was twelve years old at the time of his parents’ divorce. Immediately after the
judgment of divorce was issued, Hank and Wendy mailed to the court an ex parte motion for a
stipulated judgment that awarded them joint custody of Chuck, designated Wendy as the
domiciliary parent and granted visitation rights to Hank for ten days each month, along with certain
holidays throughout the year. No affidavit or exhibits were included with the motion. The
assigned judge granted the motion and entered the stipulated judgment as requested. Because both
Hank and Wendy were still working, neither sought an award of spousal support at that time.
In August 2012, Hurricane Isaac destroyed both homes where Wendy and Hank were
living. Two days before the storm hit Plaquemines Parish, Wendy had evacuated with Chuck to
her mother’s trailer home in Caddo Parish (which is as far from Plaquemines Parish as any location
in Louisiana). Wendy lost her job for not returning to work promptly and reconnected with a
boyfriend she had in high school, so she decided to stay in Caddo Parish with Chuck and to homeschool Chuck. Nonetheless, Wendy has not changed her voter registration card from Plaquemines
Parish to Caddo Parish or re-registered her car as now being garaged in Caddo Parish.
Hank also evacuated for Hurricane Isaac, but returned to the Plaquemines Parish area and
his same job promptly after the storm passed. Because his landlord did not rebuild the apartment
where Hank had been living, Hank bought a new home in Jefferson Parish about ten miles away
from where he and Wendy had been living in Plaquemines Parish. Because Caddo Parish is so far
away from where Hank lives and works, he has been able to see Chuck only twice since Hurricane
Isaac. Chuck has complained to his father that he misses his friends from home and is lonely in
Caddo Parish. But Chuck has also confessed to Hank that his mother is actually a good teacher
and that her boyfriend, although he gets drunk a lot and sometimes hits Wendy and once also hit
Chuck, has been a great baseball coach for Chuck, who loves playing baseball.
Hank now wants to be designated the domiciliary parent for Chuck.
1.

Explain what type of divorce action Hank filed. (5 points)

2.
Explain what was the earliest time when Hank could have obtained his judgment
of divorce after filing his petition for divorce. (5 points)
3.

Explain how the present custody arrangement is classified under Louisiana law. (5

points)
4.
For each of Plaquemines, Jefferson and Caddo Parishes, explain whether Hank
could file an action to modify the current custody arrangement in that venue. (5 points)
5.
What must Hank prove in order to change the original custody decree; and explain
whether your answer would be different if the original custody decree had not designated a
domiciliary parent? (5 points)
6.
Is Hank likely to prevail in having himself designated the domiciliary parent for
Chuck? Discuss. (5 points)
7.
May Wendy now seek an award of periodic support from Hank? Discuss why or
why not. (5 points)
[End of Question II]
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CIVIL CODE I
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAM
February 24, 2014

Question III
(30 Points)
[Multiple choice questions not available for viewing.]

[End of Civil Code I exam]
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CIVIL CODE II
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
FEBRUARY 2014
QUESTION 1
(35 POINTS TOTAL)
Jeff and Karen married in 1980. Jeff had three children from previous relationships, Linda,
Matt and Nate. Karen had no children prior to her marriage to Jeff. Three children were born of
the marriage of Jeff and Karen: Cindy in January 1989, Dennis in February 1993, and Ellen in
March 1994.
Jeff and his new family had little contact with Linda, Matt and Nate. Neither Linda nor
Matt ever married or had any children. In 2008, Nate and his wife adopted Olivia, who suffered
from cerebral palsy and was unable to care for herself. In 2009, Nate took in a foster child, Penny.
When Nate died in April 2010, he and his wife had just completed his adoption of Penny.
Cindy married Harold. They had no children. Dennis never married, but learned in January
2012 that a former girlfriend, Avery, was claiming that he was the father of her baby, five month
old Traci. Dennis believed Traci to be his daughter and though another man had signed the birth
certificate as father, Dennis never sought formal recognition of his paternity. Dennis died intestate
in a skiing accident in December 2012.
Ellen and her parents had a strained relationship. When Ellen was 15 years old, she
dropped out of school and moved out of the house. When she was 18 years old, she became
pregnant by Ben. Jeff was furious. But despite the hard feelings between Jeff and Ellen, Jeff
wanted to give Ellen an opportunity to succeed. Shortly after Ellen became pregnant, Jeff
reluctantly paid Ellen’s $10,000 tuition to cosmetology school so that she could start a career and
support her child. He also gave her $5,000 for a car. Ellen dropped out of cosmetology school
two months later and resumed her transient lifestyle. At the suggestion of Cindy, Jeff handwrote
the following on a legal pad:
I am disowning Ellen. Despite our love and support, she has paid us back by
dropping out of school and causing us trouble. I will no longer support her and
I do not want her to ever inherit anything from me.
/s/ Jeff
November 14, 2012
Jeff then asked Cindy and Harold to sign the document as witnesses but it was not notarized. Cindy
brought the document to Jeff’s attorney for safekeeping. Ellen later had a son, Wes.
Shortly before his death, Jeff learned that he had a 12 year old son, Ryan, from a previous
indiscretion. Ryan’s mother had never been married and did not identify anyone as the father on
Ryan’s birth certificate. Once testing established his paternity, Jeff acknowledged Ryan as his son
and signed a notarized document to that effect.
Jeff died intestate in January 2013 leaving a sizeable estate consisting of community and
separate property. In November 2013, Cindy was killed in a car accident. Cindy died intestate
leaving community and separate property.
QUESTION 1(A)
(4 points)
Does the document prepared by Jeff present a valid disinherison of Ellen? Discuss.
QUESTION 1(B)
(4 points)
Last month, Avery learned that Dennis might have inheritance rights and she decided to
seek a formal determination of Dennis’ paternity of Traci in an attempt to preserve Traci’s rights.
Page 1 of 5
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What actions, if any, are available to Avery to establish Dennis’ paternity of Traci for succession
purposes? Include in your response any evidentiary burdens or time limitations which may apply.
QUESTION 1(C)
(3 points)
Is Ryan a valid heir of Jeff for inheritance purposes? Discuss.

FOR THE REMAINING QUESTIONS ASSUME THAT:
(1)

DENNIS
SATISFACTORILY
ACKNOWLEDGED
TRACI FOR ALL PURPOSES BEFORE HIS DEATH,

(2)

THE DISINHERISON OF ELLEN WAS VALID IN ALL
RESPECTS, AND

(3)

THAT JEFF SATISFACTORILY ACKNOWLEDGED
RYAN FOR ALL PURPOSES.

QUESTION 1(D)
(3 points)
After Ellen caused so much distress within the family, her relatives were very unhappy to
learn about the money Jeff had given her in 2012. Who, if anyone, is entitled to demand collation
and why?
QUESTION 1(E)
(3 points)
Assuming a valid right to demand collation exists, are the gifts to Ellen subject to collation?
Discuss.
QUESTION 1(F)
(5 points)
Who inherits Jeff’s estate and in what proportions? Discuss.
QUESTION 1(G)
(9 points)
Who inherits Cindy’s estate and in what proportions? Discuss.
QUESTION 1(H)
(4 points)
After Jeff’s death, the following document was found in his desk, written entirely in Jeff’s
handwriting:
Since I have already disinherited Ellen, I want my coin collection to go to
Cindy and Traci upon my death.

/s/ Jeff
Is this document valid in form as a Louisiana testament?
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QUESTION 2
(20 POINTS TOTAL)
Charles never married. He lived with his long-time companion, Jimmy. He had two
brothers, Derek and Elliot, and one half-sister, Gwen.
In 2009, while attending the college graduation of Derek’s son, Louis, Charles promised
Louis his diamond cufflinks. Because he did not have them with him at that time, he wrote the
following entirely in his own handwriting on a sheet of notebook paper: “I am giving my diamond
cufflinks to my nephew, Louis. I am very proud.” Charles titled the document “DONATION,”
signed and dated the piece of paper and gave it to Louis. Charles never delivered the cufflinks to
Louis and there was no written acceptance by Louis.
In 2011, Charles asked his attorney to draw up a will. Charles suffered from muscular
dystrophy and had become physically infirm. He was brought to his attorney’s office by Derek
and Rita, Derek’s wife. When the will was presented, Charles verbally declared it to be his
testament and told everyone in the room that he was able to see and read but that he was unable to
sign it himself due to infirmity. He asked his attorney to sign his name for him and the attorney
did so. The testament, which included an attestation clause, was executed before his attorney and
two competent witnesses, one of whom was Rita. The testament, which did not expressly revoke
any prior wills, contained the following provisions:
“Article 1.

I bequeath $100,000 and all of my jewelry to Jimmy.

Article 2.

I bequeath my 1969 Ford Mustang to my niece, Wendy.

Article 3.

I bequeath $20,000 jointly to my uncles Sal and Tony in equal
portions.

Article 4.

I bequeath my boat to my cousin Fred.

Article 5.

I bequeath my camp on Toledo Bend to Nate, subject to a usufruct
in favor of my friend Max.

Article 6.

Everything else will go to my brothers and sister as provided by law.

Article 7.

I appoint my attorney, to be the attorney for my estate.

Article 8.

To avoid any claims of undue influence in my later years, I hereby
renounce my right to revoke this testament or any part of it in the
future.”

Charles died in September 2013. He was predeceased by Elliott and his parents. Elliott
was survived by his wife, Hannah. After Charles died, the 2011 original testament was located.
On the 2011 testament, Charles had drawn a line through the bequest to Fred and wrote
“REVOKED” in the margin next to the line. He signed under the word “REVOKED” but did not
date it.
The Mustang was kept in storage. Six months before Charles’ death, the Mustang was
destroyed when the storage facility burned down. Charles made a claim under his insurance policy
and received payment for the car but did not replace it.
QUESTION 2(A)
(3 points)
Is the 2011 instrument valid in form as a Louisiana will? Discuss.
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FOR ALL OF THE REMAINING QUESTIONS, ASSUME THAT
THE 2011 TESTAMENT WAS THE ONLY VALID AND
ENFORCEABLE WILL IN EFFECT AT THE TIME OF
CHARLES’ DEATH.
QUESTION 2(B)
(3 points)
Who is entitled to the diamond cufflinks? Discuss.
QUESTION 2(C)
(3 points)
Six months before Charles’ death, Sal died. Sal was survived by his wife, Teresa, and his
son, Vincent. What happens to the legacy to Sal? Discuss.
QUESTION 2(D)
(3 points)
What, if anything, is Wendy entitled to under the 2011 testament? Discuss.
QUESTION 2(E)
(3 points)
Who is entitled to the boat? Discuss.
QUESTION 2(F)
(3 points)
Who is entitled to the camp at Toledo Bend? Discuss.
QUESTION 2(G)
(2 points)
Derek intends to submit the 2011 testament for probate but he is not fond of Charles’
attorney. Is Derek bound to engage Charles’ attorney to represent the estate in the succession?
Discuss.

[EXAMINATION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE]
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QUESTION 3
(15 POINTS TOTAL)
Alvin had never married but he did have an estranged son, Eddie, born in 1991. In 2006,
Alvin executed a valid notarial testament leaving his entire estate to his nephew, Brad, and niece,
Cindy, in equal shares. Both Brad and Cindy were aware of this testament.
Three years ago, Alvin was diagnosed with cancer. Alvin underwent aggressive treatment
for two years and Cindy accompanied Alvin to doctor’s appointments and otherwise helped him
out with his daily activities. Neither Brad nor Eddie participated in any of Alvin’s medical care.
During these appointments and her regular visits with Alvin, Cindy often talked about her money
problems and how she could not keep a job because of all of the time she spent with Alvin. Once
it became clear that Alvin was terminally ill, Cindy assisted in admitting Alvin to a hospice center.
For the next three months, she visited Alvin regularly and attended to his needs.
After Alvin died in December 2013, it was learned that he had executed a testament during
the last week of his life, valid in form, in which he left 90 percent of his estate to Cindy and 10
percent of his estate to Brad. According to Alvin’s attorney and the nurses at the hospice center,
Alvin was lucid when he executed his final testament.
The 2013 testament was submitted for probate and an executor was appointed to administer
the estate.
QUESTION 3(A)
(3 points)
What rights, if any, does Eddie have with respect to Alvin’s estate?
QUESTION 3(B)
(4 points)
What challenges, if any, can Brad make to the 2013 testament? Discuss.
QUESTION 3(C)
(3 points)
During the probate proceedings, Brad learned that Cindy acted as a witness to the 2013
testament. What effect, if any, does this have on the validity of the testament and/or her
inheritance?
QUESTION 3(D)
(5 points)
In Alvin’s personal effects, the executor found a copy of a document entitled “Act of
Donation,” executed in 2007, in which Alvin declared the following:
I hereby donate my apartment at LSU to my godchild, Mindy, as long as she
remains in school and earns a college degree.
The document was in valid form and accepted by Mindy in the same document. The executor
researched the Act of Donation and found it to be accurate, and also found out that Mindy dropped
out of college in 2009. What rights, if any, does the estate have as to the apartment?

QUESTION 4
(30 POINTS)
[Multiple choice questions not available for viewing.]

END OF EXAMINATION
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY, 2014
Question One:

TOTAL OF TWENTY-FIVE POINTS.

ABC Equipment Sales, LLC ("ABC") is a Louisiana limited liability company engaged in
the business of selling and leasing construction equipment from three sales facilities that it operates
in New Orleans (Orleans Parish), Louisiana, Slidell (St. Tammany Parish), Louisiana, and Biloxi,
Mississippi. On March 17, 2010, in order to secure a $500,000 loan made that day by Orleans Bank,
ABC's manager, with proper authority, authenticated on ABC's behalf a security agreement granting
Orleans Bank a security interest in collateral described as "All of debtor's now owned and hereafter
acquired accounts and inventory." On that same day, the bank filed in the UCC records of the
Orleans Parish Clerk of Court a UCC-1 financing statement that properly listed ABC and Orleans
Bank as debtor and secured party, respectively, and included the same collateral description
contained in the security agreement.
A.
TOTAL OF TWENTY POINTS. Assuming that the only steps taken to achieve
perfection are those described above, state whether Orleans Bank's security interest in each of the
following items or types of collateral is perfected. In the case of each item or type of collateral set
forth below, your answer should begin with either "PERFECTED" or "UNPERFECTED", followed
by a short (one or two sentence) explanation of why the security interest in the indicated collateral
is or is not perfected. To the extent that the law of any other state may be relevant, you may assume
that it has adopted a version of the Uniform Commercial Code identical to that in effect in
Louisiana. You should also assume that the construction equipment that ABC sells and leases is
not subject to a certificate of title statute of any jurisdiction.
(1)

New forklifts that ABC has for sale at its sales facility in Slidell, Louisiana.

(2)

New bulldozers that ABC has for sale at its sales facility in Biloxi, Mississippi.

(3)

Scissor lifts that are owned by ABC and leased, on a weekly basis, to contractors
who perform work in the central business district of New Orleans.

(4)

Computers that ABC uses in its New Orleans facility to maintain its financial
records.

(5)

A truck that ABC uses to deliver merchandise to its customers.

(6)

Amounts payable to ABC under a promissory note executed in its favor by one of
ABC's employees in order to evidence an unsecured loan that ABC made to the
employee.

(7)

Used pneumatic tools that one of ABC's customers gave to ABC as a down payment
on a new ditching machine that the customer purchased from ABC on credit. ABC
presently uses these pneumatic tools in its New Orleans facility to do repair work.

(8)

Monthly payments owed by an hydraulic piston sales company to ABC for the
exclusive right to occupy an outbuilding located on ABC's yard in New Orleans.

(9)

Amounts owed to ABC by a customer for the purchase price of a new forklift
purchased at ABC's Biloxi sales facility.

(10)

A retail installment contract pursuant to which a customer who purchased a forklift
agreed to pay ABC $25,000 over the next five years and granted ABC a security
interest in the forklift to secure the unpaid balance of its purchase price.

EACH OF THE FOREGOING ITEMS IS WORTH TWO POINTS - ONE POINT FOR A
CORRECT INDICATION OF WHETHER OR NOT THE SECURITY INTEREST IS
PERFECTED, AND ONE POINT FOR CORRECT REASONING.
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B.
FIVE POINTS. After the $500,000 loan that Orleans Bank made to ABC in 2010
was paid off, Equipment Supply, Inc. ("ESI"), a heavy equipment distributor, sold five new
bulldozers to ABC on credit. At the time of the sale, which occurred on July 3, 2013, ABC owed
no debt to Orleans Bank. On the date of the sale, ABC's manager, with proper authority,
authenticated on its behalf a security agreement granting ESI a security interest in the bulldozers.
The following day, ESI delivered the bulldozers to ABC's yard in New Orleans, where they are
presently held for sale to ABC's customers. Three days after delivery, ESI filed in the UCC records
of Orleans Parish a proper financing statement specifically describing the bulldozers. A few weeks
afterward, Orleans Bank made a new $75,000 loan to ABC, arranging for ABC to authenticate a new
security agreement using the same collateral description that had been contained in the 2010 security
agreement. Orleans Bank also filed in the UCC records of Orleans Parish a new financing statement
with the same collateral description, even though its 2010 financing statement has not been
terminated. The debts owed to both creditors are still outstanding. Discuss and rank the claims of
each creditor to the five bulldozers that ABC purchased from ESI on credit.

END OF QUESTION ONE
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY, 2014
Question Two:

TOTAL OF TWENTY-FIVE POINTS.

In 2003, Sid, the owner of a two-unit residential duplex, leased one of the units to Ted, an
elderly widower, pursuant to a written lease that provided for monthly rental of $300 and an initial
term expiring December 31, 2004. The lease, which has never been recorded, contains a provision
that "Lessor grants Lessee the option to renew this Lease for successive periods of one year each
after expiration of the initial term, for so long as Lessee shall reside upon the premises, the rental
to be paid by the Lessee during each renewal term to be the fair market rental of the unit."
In 2005, Sid sold the duplex to Bonnie. At the time of the sale, Ted still resided in one of
the units, and Sid told Bonnie prior to the sale that he wanted her to allow Ted to continue to do so.
However, the act of sale made no mention of either Ted's occupancy of the property or the lease that
had been signed in 2003, nor did it purport to create any rights in Ted's favor. Ted continued to live
in his unit after Bonnie purchased the property.
Several months after the sale, Bonnie and Ted signed a document entitled "Lease," which,
by its terms, provided that Ted would lease the unit for a term of ten years for consideration of $1.00
for the entire ten-year term. Ted has never paid any rent under this lease. Bonnie<s motivation for
entering into the written lease was to address complaints by Noah, the tenant of the other unit in the
duplex, that Ted had developed the habit of parking his car in the carport that was reserved for the
exclusive use by Noah under the terms of Noah's lease. The written lease that Bonnie and Ted
signed specifically prohibited Ted from use of the carport reserved for Noah's use; however, Ted has
continued to park there, even after being warned on numerous occasions not to do so.
Disenchanted with continuing acrimony between Noah and Ted, Bonnie asked Ted to move
out in 2013. Despite numerous requests, he refused to vacate the premises. When Bonnie
threatened eviction, Ted brought a suit for declaratory judgment that he has the continuing right to
remain on the premises as a tenant on the following alternative bases: (i) the original lease with Sid,
(ii) an oral lease that he alleged Bonnie entered into in favor of Ted at the time of her purchase of
the property, and (iii) the written lease between Bonnie and Ted. Ted's suit also names Sid as a
defendant and asserts a claim for damages against Sid in the event it should be determined at trial
that Ted no longer has the right to remain on the premises.
In her testimony at the trial of this suit, Bonnie admitted that she was aware of Ted's
occupancy of the unit at the time of her purchase of the property. She also admitted that she had
seen, prior to the purchase, a copy of the lease that Sid and Ted had entered into in 2003 and that
she and Sid made an oral "gentleman's agreement" at the time of the purchase that Ted could
continue living on the property. However, no particular period of time during which Ted could do
so was discussed. Bonnie testified that she had felt sorry for Ted because she did not want him to
be moved to a rest home. She denied that her agreement was a condition of the sale of the duplex
or that the sale was in any way contingent upon her allowing Ted to remain on the property. Sid
testified at trial that he would never have sold the property to Bonnie unless Ted could continue
living in the unit for the rest of his life. Expert testimony adduced at trial indicated that the price
Bonnie paid for the duplex was commensurate with its value and did not reflect any discount on
account of Ted's continued occupancy.
While the trial was in progress, Noah again complained to Bonnie of Ted's continual
violations of Noah's exclusive right to use the carport. Bonnie responded that she had done all she
could do to address the problem, that she was not responsible for Ted's actions, and that Noah should
call the police if Ted continued to use the carport. Noah's attorney has written to Bonnie asserting
that she is in breach of Noah's lease and indicating that Noah will pursue all remedies available
under the law on account of the breach.
A.
Discuss the merits of, and any defenses to, the claims asserted in Ted<s suit.
TWENTY POINTS.
B.
Discuss the merits of, and any defenses to, the claims asserted by Noah against
Bonnie. FIVE POINTS.
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY, 2014
Question Three:

TOTAL OF TWENTY-FIVE POINTS.

In early 2013, Susan, who was the owner of a tract of undeveloped land in Livingston Parish,
obtained an appraisal reflecting the fair market value of the land to be $1,600,000. Shortly after the
appraisal was prepared, rumors began to circulate that a major retailer was contemplating building
a large retail facility on an adjacent tract of land. Susan knew that, if those plans materialized, the
value of her property would skyrocket. After several weeks, however, those rumors subsided, the
prevailing view in the community being that the retailer had decided not to locate in the area after
all. Around this time, Bob approached Susan about the possibility of buying her land. During their
discussions, Susan mentioned that she would not have even entertained the idea of selling the tract
if the retailer had decided to locate in the area. Bob was privy to non-public information that the
retailer had in fact contracted to purchase the adjacent tract of land. Though Bob was not subject
to any confidentiality agreement prohibiting him from passing this information on to Susan, he
nonetheless said nothing of this to Susan. After several rounds of discussion over the price, Bob
convinced Susan to accept $750,000 for the tract. He also persuaded Susan to accept a cash payment
at closing of $250,000 and to provide owner financing for the remaining $500,000.
On June 3, 2013, Bob and Susan appeared at the office of a notary public in Baton Rouge
(East Baton Rouge Parish) to close the sale. At the closing, Bob made a cash payment to Susan in
the amount of $250,000, and Susan signed a document entitled "Act of Credit Sale with Mortgage,"
which recited that Susan had sold the tract to Bob for the price of $750,000, of which $250,000 had
been paid in cash and the balance was represented by a $500,000 promissory note executed by Bob
payable to Susan's order and due in a single installment on December 31, 2013. The document
contained a provision, written in bold capital letters, as follows: "VENDOR HEREBY WAIVES
ALL RIGHTS TO RESCIND THIS SALE OR OTHERWISE TO RECOVER FROM
VENDEE ON THE GROUND OF INSUFFICIENCY OF THE PRICE." The document further
stipulated that a vendor's privilege was being created in Susan's favor and that Bob was granting her
a mortgage on the property to secure the unpaid balance of the note. By inadvertence, the notary
neglected to include a signature line for Bob in the document; therefore, Bob did not sign it. The
document was filed for recordation in the conveyance and mortgage records of Livingston Parish
on June 14, 2013.
In early August, 2013, the retailer consummated its purchase of the adjacent tract and, at the
same time, made public its plans to build on that tract. A few weeks later, Bob sold to Tom the tract
Bob had purchased from Susan. This sale was for a price of $2,500,000, of which Tom paid
$2,000,000 in cash to Bob at the closing. For the remaining $500,000 of the price, Tom agreed to
pay the full balance of the $500,000 note held by Susan when it matured on December 31, 2013.
An act of sale containing these terms, signed by both Bob and Tom, was properly recorded in the
conveyance records of Livingston Parish.
Neither Bob nor Tom paid the note held by Susan when it matured, and no payment has ever
been made on it. Susan is upset not only because the note has not been paid but also because she
feels that Bob took advantage of her in the negotiations over his purchase of the property.
Susan's attorney has discovered that Jim obtained a large money judgment against Bob three
years ago and that this money judgment was properly recorded in the mortgage records of
Livingston Parish in 2011. The attorney has also learned that, after acquiring the tract from Bob,
Tom mortgaged it to Livingston Bank to secure a $100,000 loan. This mortgage was properly
recorded and remains uncancelled.
Susan's primary goal is to regain ownership of the tract that she sold to Bob. If she cannot
accomplish that, she wants to pursue any available relief against Bob and Tom.
Discuss possible rights and remedies available to Susan, as well as possible defenses that
might be asserted in opposition to Susan's attempt to exercise those rights and remedies.

END OF QUESTION THREE
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Question Four (25 points)

[Multiple choice questions not available for viewing.]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
FEBRUARY, 2014

WARNING
The following are not issues on the Constitutional Law Examination:
mootness, ripeness, political question, case or controversy, standing, or
justiciability. NO CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN FOR DISCUSSION OF
THESE ISSUES IN ANY OF THE THREE QUESTIONS.
Question Number One is worth 33 points; Question Number Two is worth 34
points; Question Three is worth 33 points.
QUESTION ONE – (33 points)
The town of Blue Devil is known for its traditional and conservative values. Because of
its reputation, Blue Devil was chosen by the Christian Conservative Alliance to be its annual host
city for its yearly convention. However, one of its residents, Rose Radical, routinely gathers
supporters on the weekends to hand out literature and conduct peaceful sit-ins in opposition to
prayer at Blue Devil’s public meetings. Agitated by Rose’s “antics”, Bill Balky ran for State
Representative and won.

Bill then got the Louisiana Legislature to pass legislation: (a)

prohibiting any person from canvassing to promote any cause without first obtaining a permit
from the local sheriff; and (b) requiring all government meetings to begin with a prayer, although
those who did not want to participate were not forced to. The stated purpose for both of these
laws was to promote public safety and protect the traditional, conservative image of the State and
the economic impact of same. Violation of either of these laws would result in citation and,
after a hearing, could result in a fine of up to $500.00.

After the passage of the law, Rose and her supporters were all cited when they were
handing out literature to protest prayer at one of Blue Devil’s public meetings. Outraged, Rose
decided to run for Mayor of Blue Devil and won. She then refused to begin Blue Devil’s public
meetings with a prayer and was cited again for failure to comply with Bill’s statute.
What, if any, constitutional challenges does Rose have to Part (a) and/or Part (b) of Bill’s
legislation, and what is the likelihood of success?

IN ADDITION TO THE ISSUES EXCLUDED IN THE WARNING SECTION ABOVE,
PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS THE ISSUES OF VAGUENESS, AMBIGUITY,
OVERBREATH, OR PROCEDURAL OR SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS.

[EXAMINATION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE.]
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QUESTION TWO – (34 points)
Two years ago every athletic team in Louisiana, whether collegiate or professional, had
outstanding seasons. As a result, in order to capitalize on the overwhelming interest in the
sports teams throughout the state, several food vendors, (the “outside vendors”), set up shop on
the public sidewalks and streets around the various sports complexes to sell food to the fans as
they entered the complexes. The vendors who operate food stands within these complexes, (the
“inside vendors”), lost a significant portion of their revenue last year because of these outside
vendors. As a result, they (the inside vendors) hired a lobbyist to try to get the Louisiana State
Legislature to enact a law to prohibit these competing food sales on game days. Consequently,
Representative Anna Antsy proposed, and the Louisiana State Legislature enacted, the
following legislation:

The rash of food and beverage vendors outside the various
sports complexes within the State of Louisiana on game days has
led to significant congestion on sidewalks and streets that have
resulted in physical altercations and automobile accidents.
Consequently, all permits issued for food and beverage vendors on
state public streets or rights-of-way in jurisdictions throughout the
state, shall be issued with the specific exclusion of vending rights
on days when an athletic event is scheduled and within 5,000 feet
of the specific sports complex where the athletic event is taking
place.

Violation of this statute is punishable by a fine of

$10,000.00.

Kodi Kwickmoney was fined for violating the statute. He is furious and would like to
challenge the law. What constitutional arguments, if any, can Kwickmoney raise and are they
likely to succeed?

IN ADDITION TO THE ISSUES EXCLUDED IN THE WARNING SECTION ON PAGE
1, PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS THE ISSUES OF VAGUENESS OR AMBIGUITY.

[EXAMINATION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE.]
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QUESTION THREE – (33 points)
The Louisiana Legislature decided to help its citizens weather the struggling economy,
which hinged on its citizens’ ability to buy affordable gas.

Consequently, Representative

Kierstin Kares passed a law, called the Louisiana Oil Production Act (LOPA), which required oil
producers who produced oil in Louisiana to apply for a permit to export the oil to another state.
The LOPA created an Application Department to establish criteria and a process for evaluating
the permit applications. The criteria and process established were well thought out and adequate
notice was provided to all affected persons/companies.

Additionally, an adequate appeal

process was put into place for those whose permit applications were denied and they wanted to
challenge the denial.
Dylan Ditchdigger is a resident of Starkville, Mississippi. He owns and operates several
active oil wells in Tigerville, Louisiana. Furthermore, he has a lease to drill for oil on property
owned by the State of Louisiana. Much of the oil produced at his oil wells stays within the State
of Louisiana. However, recently Dylan has been exporting more and more of the oil produced
to Mississippi to capitalize on more advantageous pricing.
LOPA is negatively affecting Dylan’s bottom line. Furthermore, the price of gas in
Louisiana has increased since the passage of LOPA. Dylan wants to challenge the law.

What,

if any, constitutional challenges can Dylan assert against LOPA, and what is the likelihood of
success?
IN ADDITION TO THE ISSUES EXCLUDED IN THE WARNING SECTION ON PAGE
1, PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS THE ISSUES OF VAGUENESS, AMBIGUITY,
OVERBREATH, AND PROCEDURAL OR SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS.

[END OF EXAMINATION.]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE
FEBRUARY 2014

Question I.
(50 Points)
Dr. Green was a reputable oncologist in New Orleans, Louisiana and was considered one
of the nation’s leading oncology experts. Dr. Green was known for his devotion to his patients and
was especially close to Jane, a terminally ill young mother suffering from a rare cancer. Jane had
been under Dr. Green’s care for the past 7 years. Dr. Green struggled with the fact that no known
cure existed for Jane’s cancer and recently Jane’s health had begun to rapidly deteriorate. All Dr.
Green could do for Jane was manage her pain, which was becoming more difficult as most pain
medications weakened Jane’s immune system.
Dr. Green knew from his research that marijuana could serve as a suitable alternative to
treat Jane’s pain given her terminally ill status. He also knew that medical marijuana was illegal
in Louisiana, but he decided to try and acquire some marijuana for Jane.
Dr. Green asked his assistant, Jack, to help him find some marijuana for Jane. Jack agreed
and told the doctor about a rough looking guy in the ER recovering from a gunshot wound. Jack
said the guy gave his name as “Smooth” to the hospital staff and said, “that guy just has to deal
drugs.” Dr. Green and Jack went to the ER to find Smooth. Jack asked Smooth if he knew where
to find some marijuana. Smooth said, “Oh yea, but it won’t come cheap.” When Dr. Green asked
how much, Smooth replied, “I’d say it’s gonna cost y’all right about the same as these medical
bills are gonna cost me today.” Jack said, “You bring us a month’s worth of weed and we’ll
destroy your medical file so you don’t get billed by the hospital, deal?” Smooth nodded in
agreement.
Unbeknownst to Dr. Green and Jack, Smooth’s gunshot wound was self inflicted and he
had no connection to a marijuana supply. However, he didn’t want to pay his medical bills.
Smooth waited for his drug dealer neighbor, Johnny, to leave for the night and broke into Johnny’s
apartment by tearing a hole in the screen door and using a credit card to jimmy the lock. Smooth
located the marijuana, crammed it into a plastic bag and left with the bag. With the loot in hand,
he returned to his apartment. Smooth planned to return to the hospital to complete the deal with
Dr. Green and Jack.
Before he could leave, Johnny knocked on Smooth’s door. Smooth fetched his gun, stuffed
it in the back of his jeans and opened the door. Johnny held up Smooth’s credit card and said,
“Where is my weed? Then Johnny grabbed Smooth, pushed him into his apartment, and slammed
him against the wall. “Where is it?” Johnny said, slamming Smooth against the wall again. “I’ll
get it man, I’m sorry…I was just trying to help a friend with cancer” replied Smooth. Smooth knelt
down under the bed to retrieve the plastic bag. Smooth then pulled out the gun, pointed it at Johnny
and said, “Get out of my house and out of my way.” Johnny said, “I’m not leaving. You gonna
have to shoot me to get away with my weed.” Smooth shot Johnny in the leg and ran to his vehicle.
Smooth called Dr. Green and informed him that he was not going to turn over the marijuana until
he was sure his medical file had been destroyed. Dr. Green told Smooth to meet him and Jack in
the ER waiting area, which they did.
As Dr. Green passed the medical file to Smooth, he said “We figured you wouldn’t believe
we had destroyed your file if we handed you a bag of shredded paper. As long as you destroy this
file you won’t see a bill from this hospital, because they can’t bill for something they can’t find”.
Smooth then handed the bag of marijuana to Jack. However, just as Smooth was leaving, Johnny
arrived in the ER on a gurney flanked by paramedics and two policeman. Johnny yelled to the
policemen, “That’s the guy who shot me.” The police located Smooth in the parking lot. He
surrendered and was taken into custody. Dr. Green and Jack found Jane and delivered the
marijuana to her. She thanked them for their kindness. Johnny survived.
With what crimes, if any, should Jane, Dr. Green, Jack, Smooth, and Johnny be charged
under Louisiana law? Discuss.
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Question II.
(30 Points)
Assume all the facts given in Question I.
When the policemen located Smooth he had been sitting inside his vehicle, about to start
the ignition. With guns drawn, the policemen ordered Smooth to exit the vehicle with his hands
raised and to get on the ground, face down. Once on the ground, the officers patted Smooth down
for weapons and found none. The officers placed Smooth in the back of their police car and asked
for permission to search his vehicle. Smooth refused and the officers began questioning him about
his involvement with Johnny. The officers warned Smooth that his continued refusal to cooperate
would land him in jail. After approximately an hour of questioning, during which time he was not
allowed to leave the back seat of the police car, Smooth finally admitted that he shot Johnny.
Smooth also implicated Dr. Green and Jack with respect to their crimes. The officers then arrested
Smooth, read him his Miranda rights and drove him away to be booked.
The officers called a tow company and had Smooth’s car towed to the police impound.
Smooth was placed into a holding cell. The officers searched Smooth’s car and found a gun and
medical file in the glove compartment. They also found some marijuana in the trunk of the car. All
of these items were seized as evidence.
The officers then returned to the hospital and asked to speak with Dr. Green and Jack. Both
refused to speak with them. Then the officers met with the hospital president and requested
permission to search the offices of Dr. Green and Jack. The hospital president agreed, unlocked
the offices with his key, and allowed the officers inside the offices to search. Although access to
Dr. Green’s computer was password protected, the president guessed the password and gave it to
the officers, which permitted them to find several emails between Dr. Green and Jack discussing
their dealings with Smooth
The officers arrested Dr. Green and Jack, and sought out Jane for questioning and to find
the marijuana. The officers then learned that she had died the previous day. The officers also
learned of Jane’s appreciation for the marijuana and how the marijuana had made the final days of
Jane’s life “a little brighter.”
What are the state and federal constitutional bases for challenging the admissibility of the
following:
(1) Smooth’s statement to the officers? Discuss.
(2) the evidence seized from Smooth’s car? Discuss.
(3) the emails seized from Dr. Green’s computer? Discuss.

[EXAMINATION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE]
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Question III.
(4 Points each for a total of 20 Points)
Assume all of the facts given above. The joint criminal trial of Dr. Green and Jack is about
to begin.
1) Although they have been charged together, is it possible for Dr. Green’s attorney to
get his client tried without Jack? Discuss.
2) There has been a lot of pretrial publicity including media coverage of the arrests. The
local press has run a story on the case every day for the past month, referring to Dr.
Green and Jack as “The Drug Docs.” What action should their attorneys take regarding
this publicity, and what will be the likely outcome? Discuss.
3) At the start of the trial, what should the lawyers do to try to preserve the integrity of
each witness’s testimony? Discuss.
4) Dr. Green and Jack’s co-worker, Bill, is called to testify on their behalf. The
prosecutor is aware that 10 years ago Bill was convicted of a misdemeanor charge of
driving while intoxicated. Can the conviction be raised during Bill’s cross-examination
testimony? Discuss.
5) At the end of the trial, Dr. Green and Jack are convicted on all counts. After the jury
foreman announces the verdict, the judge asks the attorneys if there is any other matter
that needs to be addressed. What, if anything, should they do? Discuss.

[END OF EXAMINATION]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
Federal Jurisdiction and Procedure
February 2014
Question One (25 Points)

Popular Products, Inc. (PPI) develops and brings to market creative consumer
products. PPI is incorporated in New York (NY) and registered to do business in
Texas (TX), Louisiana (LA), and Mississippi (MS). Ann, who lives in LA, owns
75% of PPI stock. Three minority shareholders own the other 25%, and they all live
in California (CA).
PPI’s manufacturing facilities are in MS, and they generate about 80% of the
company’s revenues. The facilities employ more than 50 workers. An accountant
and her assistant handle payroll, taxes, and personnel matters from an office in Little
Rock, Arkansas (AR). They occasionally encounter a difficult issue and look to Ann
for guidance to resolve it.
PPI’s latest invention is a new process for coating silk neckties with a
material that does not affect their appearance or feel but makes them repel food and
water so that they will not stain. PPI’s facility is not equipped to produce ties with
the new process, so PPI contracted with Dunder Design, LLC (DD) to produce ties,
called Slick-Silks, and distribute them to retailers.
All of DD’s management team and manufacturing facility are located in AR,
and it is licensed to do business in TX, LA, and MS, where it also distributes
products. DD is a limited liability company organized under NY law and has two
members. Tim, who lives in Texas, owns a 90% interest in DD. Pete, who owns the
remaining 10%, has lived in AR his entire life but moved to Florida (FL) eight
months ago to care for his ailing father. Pete decided not to sell his home in AR, but
leased it to a friend for one year, subject to possible renewal. He returns every six
weeks or so to check on things, but he has registered his automobile in FL and votes
in FL. He is not sure whether he will return to AR, and he is undecided whether he
will continue to live in FL after his father recovers or passes away. Physicians say
it will be several more months before his father’s health matter is resolved, and Pete
is determined to stay at least until that resolution.
The contract between PPI and DD requires that DD keep the coating process
confidential and not use it on any other line of neckties. PPI learned that DD was
nonetheless using the process on a line of ties that it marketed under the name
Brawny Bows. PPI demanded that DD cease production of the Brawny Bows, and
DD did because it did not want to disrupt their otherwise profitable contractual
arrangement.
PPI was not satisfied and filed suit in an LA federal court against DD and
prayed for recovery of the $70,000 in profits DD earned from sales of the Brawny
Bows plus attorney fees under a Louisiana statute that allows an award of reasonable
fees to the prevailing party in a case where a trade secret has been misappropriated.
Questions 1.A - 1.D are based on the above facts.
With respect to these and other questions on the exam, your ability to
demonstrate knowledge of how to properly analyze the issues may be more important
than your conclusion with respect to some issues, so conclusory answers will receive
little credit.
Page 1 of 12
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15 pts.

1.A

Does the federal court have subject-matter jurisdiction over PPI’s
claims against DD? Explain fully.
Please use paragraph breaks to separate the major components of
your answers.

4 pts.

1.B

Assume for purposes of this question that the case remains pending
in the LA federal court. Tim, on behalf of DD, met with an attorney
to discuss a defense to the lawsuit. The attorney asked Tim to gather
up all paperwork and records DD had related to the Brawny Bows
product line and send them to the attorney. Tim later delivered the
business records to the attorney along with a letter in which Tim
explained why DD believed the Brawny Bows line was not within the
scope of the contract and explained what was included in the business
records. The attorney reviewed the records and determined that they
would not be useful to a defense of the lawsuit.
PPI served DD with a request for production of documents that asked
for “all correspondence, emails, or business records of any kind that
reference or are related to the Brawny Bows line of products.”
Discuss whether DD must, in response to the request, produce either
(1) the letter from Tim or (2) the business records DD delivered to its
attorney.

3 pts.

1.C

DD, in the course of investigating its relationship with PPI,
determined that DD had inadvertently overpaid PPI $25,000 in
royalties on tie sales. DD wants to attempt to recover that amount
from PPI without having to file a separate suit.
What procedural device could DD use to assert its claim against PPI
in the federal suit? Discuss whether the court would have subjectmatter jurisdiction over the claim.

3 pts.

1.D

Tess, a citizen of Texas, is a former employee of PPI who was the key
person responsible for inventing the silk coating process. PPI gave
Tess a 10 % interest in profits from Slick-Silks as part of her
severance package. Tess would like to assert a claim against DD for
her share of proceeds from the Brawny Bows sales.
What procedural device could Tess use to assert her claim against DD
in the federal suit? Discuss whether the court would have subjectmatter jurisdiction over the claim.
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Question Two (25 Points)

Lou, a citizen of Louisiana (LA), purchased a new set of car tires from
Mississippi Motors (MM), a Mississippi citizen. The tires were manufactured by
Texas Tire (TT), a citizen of Texas (TX) and installed by MM at its Natchez, MS
store.
Lou was driving on Interstate 10 near Baton Rouge, LA when one of the
newly installed tires suddenly deflated. Lou pulled to the side of the highway, where
his car was soon struck by a car driven by Al, a citizen of Alabama. Lou suffered
more than $150,000 in property and personal injury damages.
Lou filed suit in a Baton Rouge, LA state court on January 3, 2013 against
TT, MM, and Al. Long arm service was made on TT on February 10, 2013 and on
MM on March 15, 2013. Lou’s initial attempts to serve Al were unsuccessful, but
Lou continued his efforts. TT and MM discussed the matter and decided that they
would prefer the case be heard in federal court. Their attorneys were nervous that a
deadline might be missed if they waited to hear from Al, so TT and MM took action
on April 10, 2013 to remove the case to federal court.
Questions 2.A - 1.E are based on the above facts

5 pts.

2.A

Describe in detail the procedure and requirements counsel for MM
and TT should have followed to remove the case to federal court. To
which federal court may the case be removed?

3 pts.

2.B

Lou’s attorney believes there are procedural defects in the removal.
What must Lou’s attorney file to seek a return of the case to state
court? What time limits, if any, does she face?

6 pts.

2.C

Lou’s attorney makes a timely submission of the proper filing to raise
objections to the removal. She objected that the removal was
defective because (1) Al did not join in the removal, (2) the removal
was untimely, and (3) the removal was improper because the plaintiff
is a citizen of the forum state. Explain whether or not each of these
objections is valid.

3 pts.

2.D

Assume the case remains in federal court. Lou learns that the sole
proprietor of MM purchased a new home in LA shortly before Lou
filed suit. Lou believes that this means there is a lack of complete
diversity among the parties, and he files a motion on June 15, 2013
on that ground to challenge the removal. The defendants argue that
Lou’s arguments are untimely. Explain how the court should rule on
the defense’s argument that Lou’s motion is untimely.
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4 pts.

2.E

Assume the case remains in federal court. A Louisiana statute
provides that a party in possession of audio or video recordings of
another party, such as made by an investigator, must provide them to
the recorded party before that party sits for a deposition. A second
Louisiana statute provides that a plaintiff may not recover more than
the “Blue Book” value of a destroyed car even if the plaintiff can
prove that his car was more valuable. The federal law does not
include any such discovery requirements or damage limitations.
Lou believes that the defendants have video surveillance of him and
that modifications to his car made it much more valuable than the
Blue Book listing. Explain whether the federal court should apply
either of the two state statutes in Lou’s case.

4 pts.

2.F

Al believes that the only reason his car struck Lou’s was that Al was
forced to the shoulder of the highway by a large truck owned by
Southern Transportation, Inc. (STI), a Louisiana corporation. What
pleading should Al file to assert a claim against STI? Discuss
whether the federal court would have subject-matter jurisdiction over
the claim.
Lou, on learning that STI’s fault may have contributed to his
damages, would like to amend his complaint to add STI as a
defendant. Discuss whether the court would have subject-matter
jurisdiction over such a claim.
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Question Three (25 points)

5 pts.

3.A

Tess, a citizen of Texas, opened a knitting supply store in a Louisiana
(LA) town where there were three competing stores. The other stores
began holding frequent sales, which caused Tess’s store to struggle.
She believed the other owners, all LA citizens, had conspired against
her in violation of the Louisiana Unfair Trade Practices Act
(LUTPA). She filed suit against the three competing owners in
federal court based on diversity jurisdiction.
Tess’s complaint alleged:
“(1)

Plaintiff opened a knitting supply store and priced her goods
at a fair markup.

(2)

Competing stores in town began holding sales, one after the
other, so that one of them always offered the same goods for
a lower price.

(3)

Plaintiff is of the belief that the three defendant owners
conspired to structure their sales in the manner most harmful
to Plaintiff’s business, in violation of the LUTPA.”

The defendants’ lawyers filed a motion to dismiss pursuant to Rule
12(b)(6) on the grounds that the complaint failed to state a claim on
which relief may be granted. The defendants acknowledged that a
person may state an actionable claim under the LUTPA based on an
unfair conspiracy to restrain trade, but they argued that Tess’s
complaint was too conclusory to plead such a claim.
What legal standards should the court apply when assessing the
motion? Should the court grant or deny the motion? Discuss.

4 pts.

3.B

Dan was sued in a city court and held liable for $1,500. The winning
plaintiff scheduled a judgment debtor exam where Dan was required
to answer questions about his assets. The judge found that Dan was
not being truthful, held him in contempt, and sentenced him to 30
days in jail.
Dan learned that the city court judge had previously represented the
plaintiff in a divorce case. Dan believed that this made the judge
unfairly biased and violated Dan’s federal right to due process. Dan
filed a complaint in the local federal court pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §
1983 and prayed for an injunction ordering his release from jail.
Discuss whether the federal court should entertain the request for an
injunction.
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4 pts.

3.C

Amy, a Louisiana citizen, entered into a contract with Part-Time Co.,
also a Louisiana citizen, by which Part-Time would provide Amy
temporary employees to work in her factory at an agreed hourly rate.
Labor costs in the area began to rise, so that the contract was no
longer profitable for Part-Time, and it began to send fewer workers
than required under the contract. Amy demanded that Part-Time keep
its word under the agreement, but Part-Time responded that it was
concerned the contract was void because some of its terms violated
federal laws regarding disabled workers and paying overtime pay.
Attorneys for Amy and Part-Time exchanged several letters and legal
research regarding whether the contract violated the federal
employment laws. When they could not reach an agreement, Amy
directed her lawyers to file suit against Part-Time for breach of the
contract and related damages. Discuss whether a federal district court
in Louisiana would have subject-matter jurisdiction over Amy’s suit
against Part-Time.

4 pts.

3.D

Sam, a Louisiana state trooper, was on duty when he stopped Jill for
texting while driving. Being curious, Sam insisted on searching Jill’s
car. Jill did not consent to the search and, having recently studied the
law, argued to Sam that a search would violate the Fourth
Amendment and subject him to a lawsuit. Sam proceeded with the
search, which revealed nothing illegal. Sam then arrested Jill for
attempting to intimidate a public officer.
Jill filed a complaint in federal court and prayed for damages pursuant
to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 based on claims of illegal search and arrest. She
named as defendants (1) Sam and (2) his employer, the Louisiana
Department of Public Safety, a state agency.
The defendants filed a motion to dismiss on the grounds that the
Eleventh Amendment barred Jill’s claims. Discuss, with respect to
each of the two defendants, whether the motion has merit.

4 pts.

3.E

Art, an Arkansas citizen, came to Louisiana (LA) to volunteer as a
counselor at Buckaroo Ranch (BR), a children’s camp operated by a
Louisiana corporation that allows underprivileged city children to
enjoy cowboy-style activities. One of the children was thrown from
a horse. Art believed she was okay, but her condition was worse the
next day, and he took her to the hospital. Doctors said that the delay
in seeking professional care resulted in significant additional harm to
the child.
The parents of the child, citizens of LA, filed a negligence suit in an
LA state court against BR and Art. Defense counsel is confident that
BR is immune from liability under a state statute that protects
certified children’s charities, but Art bears potential exposure to
liability.
Under what theory, if any, might Art remove the case to federal court
despite the lack of complete diversity between the named parties?
What standard should the federal court apply in determining whether
to permit such a removal?
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4 pts.

3.F

Lou, a Louisiana (LA) citizen, sued Flo, a Florida (FL) citizen, for
breach of contract in an LA federal court. The contract had been
negotiated in LA and called for Flo to invest in an oil exploration
program on LA lands. Flo spent time in LA negotiating the
agreement, and she sent monthly payments to LA until the parties
reached a disagreement. Flo lived in LA from 1990 to 1995, when
she sold her property in LA and moved to FL. She visits old friends
in LA three or four times a year, but her only business in the state is
her contract with Lou.
Flo’s attorney filed a motion to dismiss on the grounds that the LA
federal court lacked personal jurisdiction over Flo. At oral argument,
the judge asked Lou’s attorney whether and why he had a better
argument for the exercise of (1) general or (2) specific jurisdiction
over Flo. How should Lou’s attorney answer the judge?
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Question Four (25 points)

[Multiple choice questions not available for viewing.]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
FEBRUARY 2014
Question I (25%)
20%

A.
Plaintiff was a guest passenger who was injured when the vehicle in which
she was riding collided with another vehicle at an intersection. The case was tried
to a jury.
Succinctly answer the following questions:
3%

1.
During the jury deliberations, the Jury Representative/Foreperson sent a
note to the Judge stating the jury would like to see a transcript of the testimony of
the Treating Physician and his medical records that were admitted into evidence.
Defense counsel objects. How should the trial judge rule and what should the
Judge do in response to the jury requests? Please explain.

The jury returned a verdict in favor of Plaintiff in the amount of $250,000 and
against Driver of the other vehicle.

5%

4%

2.
You represent Plaintiff and your only objection to the verdict is that it is
woefully inadequate given the serious injuries suffered by Plaintiff. What action,
if any, can you take to obtain, in the trial court, an increase in the jury award but
leave the liability finding intact? Please explain your answer.

3%

3.
If Judge decides to increase the jury award, what are the procedures that
Judge must utilize in order to grant the increase? What is the legal name given to
such an increase?

4%

4.
You represent Driver and are of the opinion that the evidence was
completely insufficient to support the jury's verdict on liability and was contrary
to the law. You are, however, happy with the jury's damage award. What are
your options for post-judgment relief in the trial court? Please explain how your
options are asserted.

2%

5.
What are the time delays for filing the options available to Driver's
counsel?

4%

6.
What are the standards that Judge should use in analyzing the jury's
verdict in order to determine the availability of the options asserted by Driver's
counsel?

B.
Client meets with you to complain that a new business operating near his home
has begun conducting noisy operations around the clock that disturb him and other
neighbors on a daily basis, frequently interrupting their sleep. He states (and you
confirm) that the applicable parish noise ordinance prohibits businesses in that location
from emitting continuous sounds exceeding 60 decibels between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00
a.m. He and several of his neighbors would like to retain you to take steps to quiet the
offending business as quickly as possible.
What action, if any, can you bring to try to stop the noise immediately? Your
answer must state what you must assert in your pleadings and what you must establish to
obtain the relief sought.
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Question II (25%)
AAA Electric is a Louisiana corporation having its registered office in Tangipahoa
Parish. Owner lives in adjacent St. Helena Parish and owns a rental house in adjacent Livingston
Parish. Owner called AAA Electric to check unexplained power outages at his Livingston Parish
rental house. AAA Electric sent employee Bob, a resident of nearby Washington Parish who had
2 months experience as an apprentice electrician, to field the call. Bob found a defective breaker
box in the Livingston Parish rental house and installed a new breaker box with new electrical
breakers. The newly installed electrical breakers were manufactured by Portland Electric, an
Oregon corporation with no offices in Louisiana. One week later, Owner’s Livingston Parish
rental was destroyed by a fire originating in the new electrical breaker box. Owner hires a
lawyer to sue Bob and AAA Electric for negligence resulting in the destruction of his Livingston
Parish rental house.
Succinctly answer the following questions:
7%

A.
What Parish or Parishes would be a proper venue for Owner’s lawsuit against Bob
and AAA Electric? Explain fully.

4%

B.
Owner sues Bob and AAA Electric in St. Helena Parish. Bob and AAA Electric
want to challenge that venue.

4%

5%

2%

1.
What pleading must be filed to challenge venue in St. Helena Parish and
when must it be filed?

2%

2.

Will defendants prevail? Why or why not?

C.
AAA Electric believes Portland Electric’s breaker was defective and wants to add
it as a party to the lawsuit.
1%

1.
What pleading must AAA Electric file to add Portland Electric as a
party to the case?

3%

2.
Since Portland Electric has no offices in Louisiana and is not
registered with the Louisiana Secretary of State, how must AAA Electric
effect service of process on Portland Electric? Explain in detail how this
is done.

D.
Because Portland Electric sells no products to any Louisiana distributors, it
wishes to contest personal jurisdiction of the Louisiana Court. Its closest distributors to
Louisiana are in Houston, Texas, Little Rock, Arkansas; and Biloxi, Mississippi.
2%

1.
What pleading must Portland Electric file to contest jurisdiction of
Louisiana over it in this matter and when must it be filed?

3%

2.
You are the judge hearing this issue. What is the basis for possible
jurisdiction over Portland Electric and how do you rule?

2%

E.
Owner’s attorney wants to know AAA Electric’s training program for apprentice
electricians, hiring requirements for newly employed electricians, and supervision
policies for apprentice electricians sent into the field to do electrical work. Owner’s
attorney does not know which AAA Electric officials would be most likely to have
knowledge of these subjects. What action, if any, can Owner’s attorney take to obtain the
depositions of these officials without knowing their identities?

3%

F.
The jury trial of this matter has begun and the entire jury has been sworn and
accepted. Before the beginning of the taking of evidence, a juror says “AAA Electric did
a lousy job at my home last year, but I think I could be fair to them.” What, if anything,
can AAA Electric do to challenge this juror?
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Question III (25%)

3%

A.
Witness lives in Kinder, Louisiana, which is about 200 miles from Orleans Parish
where the lawsuit is pending. You want to present witness for testimony at trial. Can
witness be compelled to testify at trial in Orleans Parish? Explain.

4%

B.
Client seeks your assistance regarding a long term supply contract that it has
entered with International Corporation. The contract in question has a complicated
pricing provision that requires the monthly price to be calculated based on the weighted
average price as listed in three different recognized industry publications. Although
International Corporation has been correctly calculating the price thus far, it has advised
Client that it now believes its calculations were in error and that a slightly different
weighted calculation should be used. Client disagrees with International Corporation’s
suggested changes and asks you if there is any legal action it can bring in advance of a
breach of the Contract that might confirm the validity of the price calculation method that
has been used by both parties to date. What is the appropriate legal action, if any, that
you would recommend and what kind of relief can the Court provide in conjunction
therewith.

8%

C.
Client comes to see you on February 8, 2014, and shows you a money judgment
rendered in her favor and against Judgment Debtor for $150,000. The judgment was
rendered on February 10, 2004 and was recorded in your parish mortgage records on
February 12, 2004. Client advises you that the judgment has never been collected due to
Judgment Debtor’s limited means, but she recently learned that Judgment Debtor
inherited “millions of dollars” from a deceased uncle.

3%

4%

1.
You are concerned that the judgment may soon prescribe due to the
passage of 10 years unless you take steps to revive it. Please explain the steps
you must take to revive the judgment. Your answer must identify what, if
anything, you must file to revive the judgment and where it must be filed.

1%

2.
You have satisfied your judgment revival concerns and now wish to
ascertain whether Judgment Debtor actually has any assets that might be used to
satisfy Client’s judgment. What, if anything, can you do to learn from Judgment
Debtor whether he has any assets to satisfy Client’s judgment. If something can
be done please briefly explain what you must file and where it must be filed.

3%

3.
You have learned that Judgment Debtor has substantial funds in a local
Bank more than sufficient to pay all money owed to Client. Please briefly explain
what you must file so that Client can satisfy her judgment from Judgment
Debtor’s Bank funds.

D.
What is the delay for requesting service of citation on all named defendants in a
civil action? If the request for service of citation is not timely made, what action, if any,
can be taken to obtain dismissal of the action?
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3%

E.
Your client is served with discovery requests seeking potentially thousands of
documents from your client that you think are neither relevant to the litigation nor
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. You further
believe that the discovery was propounded to cause your client to incur unnecessary
effort and expense. What, if anything, can you file with the court to restrict this
discovery?

3%

F.
You are deposing a key employee of the defendant in a contract dispute. As you
proceed with your questioning, you notice that defense counsel continues to make
lengthy objections which you believe are providing guidance and instruction to the
deponent as to how to answer the questions. Are such objections appropriate under the
Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure? Explain why or why not.

1%

G.
You represent Tenant in an eviction proceeding brought by Landlord. The judge
has ruled and rendered judgment of eviction in open court following the trial in favor of
Landlord. Tenant immediately asks you to suspensively appeal the judgment. The judge
sets the suspensive appeal bond amount. What is the time delay for you to file the bond?
Question IV (25%)

4%

A.
When a lawyer signs a pleading filed for a client, whether in a principal or
incidental action, what does the lawyer certify personally, if anything, pursuant to La.
CCP art. 863?

2%

B.

5%

C.
You represented Defendant in a personal injury trial in which the jury rendered a
verdict in favor of Plaintiff. You have properly perfected a suspensive appeal on behalf
of Defendant, and posted the required bond.

What are the four pleadings to which La. CCP art. 863 apply?

2%

1.
After the trial court record is lodged with the appellate court, Plaintiff files
a motion in the trial court to tax expert witness fees and other court costs of trial
to Defendant. Please explain whether the trial court may or may not hear that
motion.

3%

The court has heard a motion by plaintiff and has ruled from the bench
2.
that your surety is insufficient. Is your suspensive appeal still valid? Please
explain what, if anything, you may do to maintain your suspensive appeal, and
any time limits associated therewith.

4%

D.
Plaintiff files suit against Andy and Bob, seeking to recover a $75,000 cash loan.
You represent Andy and Bob who believe the transaction at issue is between Plaintiff and
their wholly owned company, AB Corp., and that they have no individual responsibility
or liability in the matter. You examine the loan documents attached to Plaintiff’s
petition, which confirm Andy and Bob’s explanation. Andy and Bob further advise you
that, contrary to the allegations in Plaintiff’s petition, Plaintiff actually owes AB Corp.
$55,000. In addition to filing an answer on their behalf, Andy and Bob would like you to
try to recover the amount owed to AB Corp. What can you file, if anything, to seek
recovery of that amount from Plaintiff? Please explain in specific detail.

10%

E.

[Multiple choice questions not available for viewing.]

END OF EXAMINATION
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
TORTS
FEBRUARY 2014

Question I
(40 Points)
The Midtown Building ("the Building") is an eight-story, privately-owned office building located
in Shreveport, Louisiana. There are two elevators in the Building’s lobby. Sometime in early
2013, Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, L.L.P., the Building’s owner (Owner) had the Building’s roof
repaired. The roofing project generated a large amount of dust and debris, which eventually
settled and accumulated on the elevators' relay contacts, causing the elevators to operate
erratically. Most significantly, the Building’s elevators would often stop in a position uneven
with floors of the building and create an offset between the elevator floor and the building floor
ranging anywhere from a few inches to several feet.
Beginning in May 2013, Owner began receiving multiple complaints from the Building’s tenants
who expressed their concern that the malfunctioning elevators would eventually cause a serious
accident. Many of the complaints noted the elevators' frequent failure to stop in a position flush
with the Building's floors, stating this problem would often cause tenant employees to trip when
entering or exiting the elevators. Soon after receiving the first complaint, Owner contracted with
Elevator Technical Services, Inc. (ETS), to repair the elevators. Owner did not put up any signs
near the elevators to warn of the defect.
Several ETS employees arrived on the job and quickly determined the problem could be easily
corrected simply by cleaning the elevators’ relay contacts. They entered the first elevator shaft
and completed their work on one of the elevators in about 30 minutes. Realizing their good
fortune of a very light day’s work, they decided to relax and put off servicing the second elevator
until later in the day. However, the work was never completed on the second elevator, because
each ETS employee thought the other had done it, and they left the jobsite at the end of the work
day after advising their supervisor that they had completed the job.
Several days later, Building tenants noted that while one of the elevators was functioning
properly, the other was not. One of the tenants called Owner to inform him of same, and Owner
advised that he would call ETS immediately. However, he forgot to make the call to ETS for
repairs.
One week later, Tim, a new tenant in the Building, was moving office supplies into his 5th floor
office. He loaded six boxes, weighing a total of approximately 200 pounds, on a dolly that he
had recently purchased for this purpose. The dolly was manufactured by Metal Works, Inc.
(MWI) and warranted to carry loads up to 500 pounds. Tim entered the lobby with his load and
noted one of the elevators was open, but its floor was elevated about three (3) inches above the
lobby floor. Tim tried to push the dolly into the elevator, but the offset in the floor was too great
to push the dolly over, so he turned around, stepped backwards into the elevator, and attempted
to pull the dolly over the offset. Although Tim was using the dolly correctly, the dolly’s handle
grips suddenly broke away, causing Tim to forcefully lurch backwards into the back wall of the
elevator.
The resulting impact caused Tim to suffer a serious and permanent back injury.
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1. Identify and discuss each cause(s) of action that Tim can reasonably bring against
A. Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, LLP (Owner)
B. Elevator Technical Services (ETS)
C. Metal Works, Inc. (MWI)
2. With regard to each cause of action, what defense(s), if any, can reasonably be raised by
each defendant, and how is the court likely to rule.

Question II
(20 Points)
Matt was a patron at Gator’s Bar (Gator’s), a licensed vendor of alcoholic beverages located in St.
Landry Parish, from Friday evening until the early morning hours of Saturday. He was over the
legal drinking age of 21, but was not asked for identification before entering the bar or being
served. Moreover, he was served and consumed alcoholic beverages even though he appeared to
be intoxicated until Gator’s lawful closing time at 3:00 a.m. Matt left Gator’s premises in his
vehicle and was involved in what was initially thought to be a single-car accident. Matt sustained
serious injuries and was rushed to Parish Hospital.
A. If Matt were to bring a personal injury claim against Gator’s, alleging fault for
continuing to serve him drinks after he became intoxicated, would he prevail on his
claim? Why or why not? Explain. (10 POINTS)
Later it was discovered that Matt’s accident was actually caused by John, who ran a red light and
caused Matt to swerve and hit a retaining wall head-on. Although he received competent medical
care at Parish Hospital, Matt succumbed to his injuries and died several weeks later after having
endured significant pain and suffering. Matt was newly married and earned an annual income of
$50,000. He is survived by his wife Wendy, his mother and father, and his six year-old son Sam
from a previous marriage who lives with his mother. In addition, Matt also provided financial
support to his brother Bob who attends college full-time at a local community college.
B. Who could properly bring a claim against John for Matt’s injuries and death and
under what action(s), and what damages are likely to be recovered should tortious
conduct on behalf of John be proven. DO NOT DISCUSS MEDICAL
MALPRACTICE. (10 POINTS)

Question III
(20 POINTS)
Havard was in the process of laying new shingles on a commercial re-roof job for his employer,
AAA Roofing, Inc. (AAA) in Lake Charles, Louisiana, when a thunderstorm suddenly developed
in the near distance. It began to lightly rain, but because the roof of the three-story building had
only a slight pitch, AAA’s foreman on the job determined that it was safe for the roofers to continue
working. As the skies darkened and lightning flashed, Havard and the other roofers came down
from the roof and protested that it was too dangerous to be on the roof until the storm had passed
because of possible lightning strikes. The foreman told them that they did not need to worry,
because the thunderstorm was too far away, and ordered them to return to the roof. Soon thereafter,
a lightning siren sounded from a nearby golf course. Havard and the roofers came down and
protested again. The foreman told them that they could either return to work or be fired. They
returned to their work on the roof and shortly thereafter, Havard was struck by a bolt of lightning
and severely injured.
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Marissa, Havard’s 18-year old daughter, had stopped by the job site to bring the roofers lunch just
before Havard was struck by lightning. She spotted Havard on the rooftop and waived to greet
him as she approached. She witnessed the lightning strike and saw her father scream and writhe
in agony from the impact and third degree burns. Emergency medical services (EMS) were quickly
on the scene, and Marissa called Nellie, her mother and Havard’s wife of 25 years, and told her to
meet them at the hospital. Nellie met Marissa at the hospital just as the EMS team was wheeling
Harvard into the emergency room and witnessed her husband’s suffering. Both Nellie and Marissa
were severely traumatized by the incident and receive regular counseling and take prescription
medication to help alleviate symptoms from the resultant emotional anguish.
A. What should Havard allege to maximize his recovery for damages in a claim against
AAA? Discuss. (7 POINTS)
B. What might AAA reasonably argue to prove entitlement to tort immunity? Discuss.
(3 POINTS)
C. What claims, if any, can be brought by Nellie and/or Marissa and what is the
likelihood of success? Discuss. (10 PTS)

Question IV
(20 Points)
[Multiple choice questions not available for viewing.]
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